
JOB TITLE: Director of Programs
SALARY: $110,000-$135,000 DOE

JOB PURPOSE: Under the leadership of the CEO and president, the Director of Programs serves as a critical
member of the management team. In collaboration with the CEO, the Director of Programs articulates and
implements the strategic vision and leadership of the firm; manage the strategy and processes of the firm’s core
business; manage and retain an exceptional team of professionals; provide oversight for KHA’s portfolio of
projects, initiatives, and related services; evaluate the effectiveness of the overall work and financial return of
each project; raise the firm’s profile through external communications; and enhance the structure of the
organization by staying abreast of developments in issue areas where the firm works. The Director of Programs
is also responsible for the integration of approach and strategy to maximize both human and financial resources
for the company’s growth and bottom line.

KHA operates as a virtual firm and this position is remote. Interested candidates should forward a résumé and
three professional references to careers@khandassociates.com with the Director of Programs in the subject line.

A director at KHA generally has the following responsibilities:

● Provide strategic, visionary insight as a collaborative member of the leadership team, including the
organization’s strategy development process.

● Oversee performance on all assigned functional areas.
● Maintain reputation within KHA and job-specific areas of expertise.
● Facilitate strategic, systems change, and field-building efforts in areas of KHA focus.
● Ensure integration and alignment across KHA.
● Build others’ leadership capacity.
● Represent KHA with high-level strategic partners, including external stakeholders and clients.
● Play an active, facilitative role in strategy and systems change dialogues, including effectively addressing

sensitive issues such as mental models/assumptions, power dynamics, historical contexts, and racial
inequities.

● Lead and develop strategic relationships to leverage funding from philanthropic organizations, businesses,
governmental agencies, and other key stakeholders in alignment with KHA core values and program
interests.

● Maintain accurate and current knowledge about policies, trends, systems, issues, movements, and other
relevant data to assess the national and international landscape and to identify key leverage points for KHA
to position itself as a leader in its niche.
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Specifically, the Director of Programs is responsible for the following:

Team Management, Development, and Retention
● Develop and execute ways of working across the talent pool to optimize work and performance.
● Develop and implement a system to evaluate the skill, experience, and professional development needs

of all staff.
● Develop and implement a professional development program to address employee experience and skill

gaps.
● Develop objective performance measurements across all projects and initiatives in order to ensure

consistent, high-quality evaluation and goal setting for all employees.
● Coach and develop staff.
● Create and implement systems of accountability within the KHA team.
● Lead KHA efforts to deepen its journey as a learning organization.
● Lead/coordinate KHA retreats and follow-up activities:

○ Provide management of internal working groups.
○ Develop an ongoing internal professional development series for staff and core consultants

working remotely, including retreats, internal racial equity sessions, and weekly staff convenings.
○ Lead retreat planning and implementation.

Organizational Projects and Initiative Management
● Understand and hold all the projects and initiatives as a coordinated body of work to achieve all goals.
● Hold regular project team check-in calls.
● Hold check-in calls with the CEO weekly and with the leadership team at least three times per month.
● Participate in building KHA all-staff agendas, and lead all-KHA video conferences if needed.
● Coordinate with the Financial and Administrative Director on monthly financial and project budget

reviews to ensure that projects and initiatives are meeting objectives, both financial and programmatic.
● Develop and monitor all program goals and objectives through working collaboratively with staff.
● Coordinate with the CEO to prepare long-term strategies to achieve all goals.

Project Management and Oversight
● Coordinate across projects and provide management oversight.
● Supervise overall project coordination including: maintaining master calendar of key project deadlines,

staff, events; assisting with staff assignments on new projects based on current project staffing; and
speaking with individual project managers to determine any needs, questions, and project challenges.

● Coordinate all project work plans, timelines, and grant deliverables.



● Provide support to all project team members to achieve all project deliverables within the required time
frame.

● Ensure compliance with all contract deliverables within the required time frame, and maintain high
quality for all procedures.

Business Development
● Represent KHA in initial meetings with potential new clients and development opportunities.
● Serve as lead/primary point person for contract/business development strategies (e.g.,

philanthropy/foundation), and serve as additional point person for other new business development.
● Coordinate contract deadlines across KHA, and maintain time frames to stay on track.
● Participate in overall KHA development activities.

CORE CAPABILITY REQUIREMENTS

Education/
Experience

● Bachelor’s degree in a field relevant to the assigned area is required. Master’s
degree in an associated field is strongly preferred.

● Consulting experience preferred.
● Minimum of 10 years’ experience in a related field with demonstrated expertise in

strategy development, priority setting, and leadership.
● Minimum of three years in a high-functioning, fast-paced team management role.
●   Demonstrated ability to attract and hire top talent, with a focus on diversity and

inclusion as a competitive business advantage.
● Strength in hiring, recruiting, managing, developing, coaching, and retaining

individuals and teams, empowering them to elevate their levels of responsibility,
span-of-control, and performance.

● Deep understanding of human resources, employee performance improvement
plans, and corrective action policies.

● Strong program management skills managing complex, multifaceted projects
resulting in measurable successes and program growth.

● Experience having worked with a high-performance, collaborative, constructive peer
group.

● A successful track record in setting priorities.
● Keen analytic, organization, and problem-solving skills that support and enable

sound decision-making.



● Excellent communication and relationship-building skills with an ability to
prioritize, negotiate, and work with a variety of internal and external stakeholders.

● A multitasker with the ability to wear many hats in a fast-paced environment.
● Personal qualities of integrity, credibility, and dedication to the mission of KHA.
● Ability to work effectively with persons from diverse cultural, social, and ethnic

backgrounds.
Director Core
Capabilities

● Dealing with Paradox: Can act in ways that seem contradictory; can be very flexible
and adaptable when facing tough calls; can combine seeming opposites like being
compassionately tough, standing up for self without trampling others, setting strong
but flexible standards; is adaptable and can discern nuances in complex situations; is
seen as balanced despite the conflicting demands of the situation.

● Global Perspective: Think beyond national and cultural boundaries; show an
interest in other cultures by asking questions and doing background research; change
approaches to meet the unique needs of other regions or markets; monitor global
trends that may affect the organization; adapt behavior to fit different cultural norms;
integrate local and global information for multisite decision-making; discern and
manage cultural influences on business practices and marketing.

● Building Effective Teams: Blend people into teams when needed; create strong
morale and spirit in team; share wins and successes; foster open dialogue; let people
finish and be responsible for their work; define success in terms of the whole team;
create a feeling of belonging in the team.

Keecha Harris and Associates, Inc (KHA), is a national consulting firm that is certified by the US Small
Business Administration as an 8(a) and woman-owned business. KHA has staff all over the country, operating
as a virtual firm. Based in Birmingham, Alabama, KHA leads organizational development, project management,
and research and evaluation projects for publicly and privately funded efforts across a broad range of topics.
KHA has engaged foundations representing more than $287 billion (~28.6% of the total $1.005 trillion) in
US-based philanthropy assets. Clients include the Blue Shield of California, Annie E. Casey, Robert Wood
Johnson, W.K. Kellogg, William and Flora Hewlett, John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur, David and Lucile
Packard, and Schmidt Family foundations. The firm has been a prime contractor for the United States Agency
for International Development (USAID) and the State of Budget Office of Michigan and a subcontractor for the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the United States Department of Agriculture.


